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ABSTRACT

We investigate subwavelength waveguides composed of silicon nanorods array in straight and nonstraight regimes
deposited on a silica (SiO2) substrate. It is shown that using all-dielectric nanorods with high permittivity to design
an all-dielectric optical waveguide provides several advantages such as low-dissipation coefficient and long decay
length for the distributed fields. Exploiting silicon arrays in touching and nontouching arrangements, we exam-
ined the optical response of the structure to the guiding of magnetic and electric fields with transverse and
longitudinal polarization modes. We studied the decay length for all propagated modes in both nanochain
orientations numerically. Simulation results for straight arrays showed that the averaged decay length for the
structure with dielectric particles in touching regime is 1.6μm (for the waveguide with the length of 2.2μm),
and for the nontouching array is 2.2μm (for the array with the length of 3.1μm). Calculating transmission loss
factors and considering decay length of the proposed waveguide, we verified the strong potential of the proposed
structure to design all-dielectric photonic devices to operate at telecommunication spectra (λ~1310 nm
and 1550 nm). Also, we computed bending losses [dB] for the examined structures based on the bends degree.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A highly promising progress in nanoscale photonics is the use of optical waveguides in miscella-
neous applications such as sensing, coupling, and waveguiding [1–4]. Several approaches have
been proposed about the type of optical waveguides that function based on guiding characteristics
of an ordered array of optical resonators in near-field coupling regime, which are completely
different from ordinary waveguides such as Bragg scattering or total internal reflection [5, 6].
Numerous waveguide structures have been tailored to employ for diverse applications [7–14].
Ordered arrays of noble metal nanoparticles in subwavelength dimensions that are able to support
surface plasmon polaritons are known as plasmonic waveguides [7–12], and magneto-inductive
waveguides that are magnetic resonators coupled by induced voltages are two important kinds
of waveguides [13, 14]. Unique features of plasmonic waveguides in subwavelength dimensions
and propagation of electromagnetic (EM) wave through the straight and nonstraight arrays of
nanosize particles below the diffraction limit without significant influence of back-scattering and
minor absorption of propagated optical energy make these nanostructures as promising options
for designing integrated photonic circuits [15–18]. It is well accepted that electric and magnetic
plasmon modes can be guided through the plasmonic waveguides with certain propagation
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constant. However, these guided waves are highly sensitive to the local and structural reflections
when illuminated by an incident beam [19–21]. It has been also reported that dissipative losses
such as scattering of guided waves, absorption of light by metallic nanoparticle arrays, and the
effect of retardation in polarizability are the most important factors limiting the propagation length
in plasmonic waveguides [15–21]. Several techniques have been applied to enhance the decay
length of the plasmonic structures via decreasing the effect of destructive factors. For example,
gold nanorods and nanoshells are proposed to be used in plasmonic components with low signal
attenuation [22–24]. These particles have also been employed in designing optical devices that
are able to operate at near-infrared region (NIR) and especially telecommunication spectrum, such
as couplers [22], routers [25], splitters [26], and hybrid polarization beam splitters [27]. Recently,
plasmonic structures based on symmetric nanoparticle arrays of chemical molecules (heptamers
and trimers in chrysene and triphenylene orientations) have been developed that are able to
support the magnetic plasmon resonance with noticeable decay length of ~4–5μm [28, 29].
Nevertheless, no reported study provides radically long decay lengths or propagation distances
of guided resonant modes.

Recently, all-dielectric nanoparticles with high refractive indices, oriented in ordered arrays,
have been employed in designing several kinds of optical waveguides and considered as the major
solution for longer propagation distances [30]. For instance, silicon nanospheres have been utilized
in straight array to transport and guide the EM waves below the diffraction limit [30]. Mie theory
predicts the possibility of optical power transmission through spherical nanosize particles; hence,
all-dielectric particles are able to support both magnetic and electric dipole resonances easily [31–34].
The ability of controlling the dipolar modes of the incident light can be exploited in efficiency
enhancement in various optical devices such as nanoantennas [35, 36]. Savelev et al. [30] have
proved that silicon nanosphere with high refractive index and a certain radius can be tailored to
support the magnetic dipole resonance for the minimum frequency of λmin~2nRs, where n is the
refractive index of silicon nanoparticle and Rs is the radius of nanosphere. This simple relation
between the minimum wavelength, sphere radius, and refractive index reveals that the dimension
of an array of this nanosphere is remarkably smaller than the operation spectrum [30, 37, 38]. As
mentioned previously, plasmonic waveguides are inherently lossy and some of the corresponding
dissipative components cannot be eliminated by simply changing the design. In contrast, using
all-dielectric nanoparticles in optical waveguides can results in lower losses making them superior
to plasmonic counterparts. This advantage originates from the lower ratio of power absorption by
semiconductor nanoparticles (absence of ohmic losses). All-dielectric nanostructures have been
widely investigated in the literature. Chen et al. [39] have verified that symmetric all-dielectric
nanowires can be utilized in designing long-range hybrid waveguides, which are able to operate
at λ~1550 nm. In addition, Du et al. [40] have shown that an array of GaAs nanorods with care-
fully selected dimensions is able to support and transport the magnetic and electric dipole reso-
nances below the diffraction limit. Furthermore, Zhao et al. [41] have verified that all-dielectric
structures have a strong potential to employ in sharp bends, T-shape and Y-shape structures with
low losses and minimum field escaping. It should be underlined that all-dielectric optical wave-
guides are not compact structures like plasmonic waveguides; nevertheless, they provide signifi-
cant long propagation of EM waves. The discrete dipole approximation model is the theoretical
method that has been widely used to analytically study the dispersion properties and optical
response of complex dipolar EM waves in different dimensional regimes for magnetic and electric
dipole resonance modes [42–44].

In this article, we propose both theoretical and numerical approaches to investigate the optical
power propagation and coupling along silicon nanorods arranged in arrays. Utilizing discrete
dipole approximation method as a theoretical approach for the proposed structures, we evaluate
the validity of the finite difference time domain (FDTD) numerical results for all-dielectric
nanorod arrays operation. The main goals of the presented work are investigating the quality of
light transmission through the arrays of all-dielectric nanoparticle chains at NIR, calculating the
decay length in the nanostructures, and determining the optimum dimensions for the proposed
waveguide. Finally, we demonstrate an optimized all-dielectric optical waveguide as a platform
for designing high-quality nanophotonic devices to utilize at the telecommunication spectrum.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Model. 2015;
DOI: 10.1002/jnm
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2. NUMERICAL METHOD

To analyze the optical response of the proposed all-dielectric waveguides, three-dimensional finite dif-
ference time domain (FDTD) model (Lumerical FDTD Solutions package 2015) is used as a numerical
tool. We adopted the following settings for FDTD simulations: the spatial cell sizes (mesh dimensions)
are set to dx= dy=dz=2nm, with 17 000 number of cells, and perfectly matched layers (PMLs) as the
boundary condition with 32 layers. Technically, perfectly matched layers are artificial absorbing layers
for scattered EM waves that are used to make the computational workspace finite. This is necessary
because any reflections will travel through the lower computational surface and cannot be separated
from the forward and backward scattered EM waves. Additionally, to achieve numerical stability,
simulation time step is set to the 0.02 fs according to the Courant stability. Courant stability is an
important and necessary condition for convergence of distributed EM field during solving differential
equations in numerical FDTD simulation method. It should be underlined that the applied time step
must be less than a given time in explicit time integration mechanisms to yield correct outcomes.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we first consider the coupled-dipole approximation model for nanorod particles based
on provided method in Refs. [45–47]. Three-dimensional schematic for the all-dielectric nanorods
array is displayed in Figure 1 with the description for the geometrical parameters. In the proposed
nanochain, Rr is the radius, and h is the height of a given nanorod, d is the intercenter distance between
two neighbor nanoparticles which is repeated along the array periodically, εp is the permittivity of the
nanoparticle, and εm is the permittivity of the dielectric substrate. The array of nanorods are deposited
on a SiO2 substrate with the thickness of 1μm. Considering the elucidated specific notations for the
structure, we rewrite the scattering cross-sectional relations for electric and magnetic dipole moments
as [30, 47, 48]:

Cscat ¼ �2i
3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εmedium

p
λ3

� �
αe

Cscat ¼ �2i
3

εmediumð Þ1=3
λ3

 !
αm

(1)

where αe and αm are the electric and magnetic polarizabilities, respectively, and λ is the wavelength of
incident EM wave. The general polarizability for spherical nanoparticles is given by [48]:

α ¼ 3V
εp � 1
εp þ 2

� �
(2)

where V=πR2
r h is the volume of the nanorod. Then, merging Eqns 1 and 2, the scattering cross sections

for both of the magnetic and electric dipoles can be written as
Figure 1. A three-dimensional schematic of an ordered chain of silicon nanorods deposited on a silica host. The
intercenter between two series nanorods is indicated with d.
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Our calculations are based on the following parameters and quantities: the permittivity of the Palik
[49] silicon nanoparticles is εp=12.099 around λ~1550 nm, the permittivity of the surrounding
workspace is set to εm=1, and the radius and height of nanorod are variable and determined based
on the optical response of the structure. The dispersion of silicon is not taken into in our computations,
because of the small imaginary (~0.001) and also the constant real part of its permittivity. On the other
hand, because of the extremely small value of the imaginary part of the permittivity at the NIR,
corresponding losses, which are proportional to the Im{εp}, will make negligible contribution to the
dissipative components in our analysis. Figure 2 demonstrates the real and imaginary parts of
the permittivity of silicon in the spectrum of interest (based on experimentally determined data by
Palik [49]).
3.1. The optical response of an isolated silicon nanorod

Next, we examine the optical response of an isolated silicon nanorod under illumination with a linear
plane wave as a light source. Figure 3(a–c) exhibits the effect of structural variations on the numeri-
cally calculated forward-scattering cross-sectional profile. Obtaining the highest amplitude for the
forward scattering at the NIR and red shifting its position to the telecommunication band will help
us to enhance the dipolar and multipolar modes coupling between neighbor all-dielectric nanoparticles
and also lead to tailor an efficient all-dielectric waveguide. For the first analysis, we modified the radius
of an isolated all-dielectric rod while the height of the particle is kept fix as h=70nm. Figure 3(a)
illustrates the scattering extreme for four different radii. The peak of scattering spectra is red shifted
to the telecom wavelength (λ~1550 nm) with increasing size of the radius. Here, the best possible
response for the position of scattering extreme at the telecom wavelength is achieved for Rr=150 nm.
The effect of alterations in the height of the rod is shown in Figure 3(b). Increasing the height red shifts
the peak of the forward scattering to the longer wavelength similar to the radius alterations. Consider-
ing simultaneous variations in both radius and height of the examined nanorod, we achieved the
desired forward-scattering peak at λ~1550 nm with Rr=145nm and h=80nm. Extending the number
of the silicon rod particles based on determined geometrical sizes (Figure 1), we examined the dipolar
resonance coupling between them at the telecom spectrum. Having high-quality forward scattering
allows efficient near-field coupling between two adjacent nanoparticles in subwavelength regime,
which can be employed in an array of nanoparticles. The array of silicon particles can be oriented in
two practical straight regimes that are discussed in next subsequent sections.
Figure 2. Real and imaginary parts of permittivity of Palik silicon as a function of wavelength.
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Figure 3. The spectral response of an isolated silicon nanorod, (a) scattering cross-sectional diagram over the
spectrum variations for nanorod radius variations, while the height is kept fix as h= 70 nm; (b) scattering cross-
sectional profile for nanorod height alterations, while the radius of rod is kept fix as Rr = 150 nm; (c) scattering

cross-sectional profile for simultaneous variations in both of the height and radius of silicon nanorod.

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY TRANSPORT ALONG A SILICON NANOROD WAVEGUIDE
3.2. All-dielectric nanorod array in touching regime

In this section, we study the optical response of silicon nanorods in touching regime in a straight array,
where the edge-to-edge distance between adjacent particles is approximately zero. Due to presence of
minimum space between nanoparticles, therefore, we expect strong coupling of dipolar and multipolar
modes between nanoparticles. Employing the calculated geometrical sizes for a silicon rod, the
intercenter distance between touching nanoparticles is set to d=290nm (Figure 4(a)). In this regime,
launching the EM wave in the x-axis (propagation direction) through the array, we examined the
quality of waveguiding for both transverse electric mode (TE mode) and longitudinal electric modes
(LE modes) excitations in Figure 4(b–c). These two-dimensional snapshots (E-field maps) display
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Model. 2015;
DOI: 10.1002/jnm



Figure 4. (a) A schematic diagram for the silicon nanorods in touching regime; (b, c) E-field maps for electric field
coupling between touching nanorods for TE and LE modes, respectively; (d) the intensity of distributed electric
field along the waveguide for both of TE and LE modes; (e) transmission coefficient for E-field distribution over

the wavelength variations for the all-dielectric waveguide in touching regime.
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the modality of light propagation through the touching silicon rods, and near-field coupling between
them. The type of incident mode is denoted by an arrow in each profiles at the position of light source.
Figure 4(d) exhibits a field distribution along the straight touching silicon array as a logarithm of the
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Model. 2015;
DOI: 10.1002/jnm



Figure 5. (a, b) H-field maps for the magnetic field coupling between touching silicon nanorods for both TM and
LM modes, respectively; (c) the intensity of distributed electric field along the waveguide for both of TM and LM-
modes; (d) transmission coefficient for H-field distribution over the wavelength variations for the all-dielectric

waveguide in touching regime.
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peak amplitude squared of the electric field (|E|2) along the waveguide, where each peak corresponds to
the dipolar and multipolar E-field interactions between touching nanoparticles. Obviously, the strength
of the propagated field has not been reduced like plasmonic structures because of the low-loss feature
of the all-dielectric nanoparticles. Considering the peak positions of this diagram and fitting it with

couple-dipole approximation calculations (α dB½ � ¼ 20=L ðnmÞ logEi=Eo

� �
, L is the length of the array),

the transmission loss factors for the proposed structure with seven silicon nanorods and the length of
2.2μm can be determined as 0.2 dB/136nm, and 0.2 dB/124 nm for TE and LE modes, respectively.
The transmission diagram can be illustrated for wide range of spectrum for the nanostructure as shown
in Figure 4(e), which shows two major maxima at two important telecommunication wavelengths
λ~1310 and 1550 nm. The transmission coefficient at λ~1550 nm (92%) is much larger than
λ~1310 nm (80%), which reflects the excellence of the structure for designing optical devices to operate
at this practical spectrum.

In continue, we examine the quality of transverse magnetic and longitudinal magnetic modes (TM
and LM modes) distribution through the all-dielectric waveguide composed of touching silicon rods.
Illuminating the structure by a magnetic light source, we investigated and plotted the properties of
TM and LM mode distributions along the all-dielectric structure. Figure 5(a–b) exhibits two-
dimensional snapshots (H-field maps) for TM and LM modes along the array of silicon rods (x-axis).
The arrows in the profiles show the polarization and the position of the light source. Figure 5(c) shows
the field intensity along the proposed structure as a logarithm of the peak amplitude squared of the
H-field (|H|2) along the waveguide. The intensity of guided waves is not reduced noticeably, and the
theoretical response is in agreement with the numerical analysis. Considering analytical computations

(α dB½ � ¼ 20=L ðnmÞ logHi=Ho

� �
, L is the length of the array), the transmission loss factor for LM and TM

modes is defined as 0.2 dB/105nm, and 0.2 dB/112nm, respectively. Figure 5(d) illustrates the trans-
mission diagram through the structure for the H field, and we obtained two major peaks that are
corresponding to the telecommunication wavelengths (λ~1310 nm and 1550nm). Transmission rates
for λ~1310 nm and 1550nm are determined as 84 and 96%, respectively. Comparison between the
transmission coefficients for both E and H fields indicates the dominant distribution of magnetic field
through the dielectric array of nanorods as a waveguide. This feature can be employed for magnetic
resonance manipulation in optic-based nanoscale devices for telecommunication systems. Next, we
compare the decay length of the proposed all-dielectric waveguide for four different guided modes
as shown in Figure 6. The figure demonstrates the real-time averaged power variations as a function
of propagation length. As obvious it is, the ratio of the decay length for the touching silicon nanorod
array with the length of 2.2μm has subtle differences for four modes that are determined as 1.5, 1.7,
1.65, and 2μm for TE, LE, TM, and LM modes, respectively. Comparing the studied all-dielectric
structure with the plasmonic waveguides with the same sizes in length [10, 11, 17], we show that
the proposed waveguide has longer propagation length for both of the E and H fields at the telecom
Figure 6. The real-time averaged power variations over the propagation length for different propagated modes in
touching nanorods array.
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wavelengths. However, all-dielectric nanorods in touching regime suffer from destructive interference
between multipolar and dipolar modes that could result in undesired scattering peaks and antibonding
modes reducing the efficiency of the waveguide in practical applications. Therefore, in the next section,
we will attempt to solve the problem by increasing the space between nanoparticles.
3.3. All-dielectric nanorod array in nontouching regime

We examine almost similar structure including a chain of silicon nanorods in nontouching regime with
the intercenter distance of d=3R (435 nm) between two neighbor particles to prevent multipolar
coupling between them. This orientation of nanorods allows investigation of the coupling of dipoles
between all-dielectric particles and hence probing the modality of wave guiding through the subwave-
length structure (Figure 7(a)). Employing a linear light source, an electric field wave with both TE and
LE modes is excited to propagate through the nanorod array. Figure 7(b–c) illustrates two-dimensional
Figure 7. (a) A schematic diagram for the silicon nanorods in nontouching regime; (b, c) E-field maps for electric
field coupling between touching nanorods for TE and LE modes, respectively; (d) the intensity of distributed

electric field along the waveguide for both of TE and LE modes; (e) transmission coefficient for E-field distribution
over the wavelength variations for the all-dielectric waveguide in nontouching regime.
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Figure 8. (a, b) H-field maps for the magnetic field coupling between touching silicon nanorods for both TM and
LM modes, respectively; (c) the intensity of distributed electric field along the waveguide for both of TM and LM
modes; (d) transmission coefficient for H-field distribution over the wavelength variations for the all-dielectric

waveguide in touching regime.
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snapshots (E-field maps) for the quality of electric field distribution TE and LE modes along the all-
dielectric waveguide in the x-axis, respectively. The strength of the coupled modes in the nontouching
regime is weaker than touching regime because of the missing multipolar mode interaction between
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Model. 2015;
DOI: 10.1002/jnm
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nanorods in the nontouching regime. It should be underlined that in this regime, only the dipolar modes
have enough energy to couple with the nearest dipolar modes. Figure 7(d) shows the intensity of the
propagated field by a logarithmic scale diagram along the structure and dipolar coupling intensity
between silicon nanorods. Using this diagram and using the equation in the prior subsection, we calcu-
lated the transmission loss factor for both of TE and LE modes as 0.2 dB/185 nm, and 0.2 dB/172nm,
respectively. The transmission performance of the optical power through the nontouching array of
nanoparticles is found as 75 and 80% for λ~1310 and 1550 nm, respectively (see transmission profile
in Figure 7(e)). Comparing two examined waveguides, we notice a significant reduction in TE and LE
modes transmittance, caused by the distance between silicon particles. Next, launching a magnetic
dipole through the nontouching array of silicon rods, we numerically obtained the results shown in
Figure 8. Figure 8(a–b) illustrates two-dimensional snapshots (H fields) for the magnetic field distribu-
tion through the dielectric nanoparticle array for TM and LM-modes along the x-axis. The intensity of
the propagated magnetic modes is plotted in logarithmic scale in Figure 8(c). From the last diagram, we
determined the transmission loss factor as 0.2 dB/175nm and 0.2 dB/160nm, for TM and LM modes,
respectively. Figure 8(d) shows the transmission coefficient of the guided waves through the
nontouching array of silicon rods as a function of incident beam wavelength, where two maxima for
the telecom spectra are observed with the transmission rates of 76 and 81% for λ~1310 and
1550nm, respectively. Decay length for the studied structure for four different guided modes are
calculated based on the real-time averaged power variations along the propagation direction (x-axis)
as shown in Figure 9. The ratio of the decay length for the nontouching silicon nanorods with the
length of 3μm has subtle differences for guided modes that are determined as approximately 1.7, 2,
1.8, and 2.2μm for TE, LE, TM, and LM modes, respectively. It is observed that the decay length
for the nontouching array is lower than the one for the touching regime. We also conclude that the
overall decay length of all-dielectric waveguides is noticeably longer than the one for the complex
and simple plasmonic nanostructures [10, 11, 17]. Furthermore, it should be underlined that in spite
of losing some efficiency, the last proposed nontouching all-dielectric nanoparticle waveguide still
shows superior performance in comparison to well-organized plasmonic structures that are tailored
for telecommunication spectrum [10, 11, 17, 50, 51].

Finally, we examine the potential of the proposed subwavelength waveguide to use in complex pho-
tonic devices including sharp bends and nonstraight arrays of particles. It is well accepted that field
escaping and significant leakage of guided waves can occur at sharp bends in optical waveguides
[50, 51]. In the presented work, we just considered the effect of bending losses on the optical response
of the all-dielectric nanostructure. Using the silicon arrays both in touching and nontouching orienta-
tions, we studied the bending loss effect over the bending angle along the nanostructure numerically.
Figure 10(a) shows that the silicon array in touching regime and the bending angle is indicated through
the schematic which is varied from 0° to 90° (the nontouching regime has almost the same art figure
that is not depicted here). Figure 10(b–c) exhibits the influence of bending degree and corresponding
losses in dB for touching and nontouching arrays of silicon rods for all mentioned polarizations. The
ratio of losses for all guided modes is listed in Tables I and II with details. Noticing in these tables,
Figure 9. The real-time averaged power variations over the propagation length for different propagated modes in
nontouching nanorods array.
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Figure 10. (a) A schematic picture for all-dielectric nanorods array in touching regime. The bending angle is
indicated in the schematic, varying from 0° to 90°; (b, c) bending losses [dB] as a function of bending angle for

all of the propagated modes.

Table II. The bending losses [dB] for all of the guided polarizations are listed based on the bending angle for the
silicon particles in nontouching regime.

Polarization Angle/bending loss [dB]

TE 0° 30° 45° 60° 90°
0 dB 0.15 dB 0.24 dB 0.38 dB 0.58 dB

LE 0° 30° 45° 60° 90°
0 dB 0.18 dB 0.39 dB 0.55 dB 0.75 dB

TM 0° 30° 45° 60° 90°
0 dB 0.15 dB 0.301 dB 0.48 dB 0.605 dB

LM 0° 30° 45° 60° 90°
0 dB 0.15 dB 0.15 dB 0.25 dB 0.35 dB

Table I. The bending losses [dB] for all of the guided polarizations are listed based on the bending angle for the
silicon particles in touching regime.

Polarization Angle/bending loss [dB]

TE 0° 30° 45° 60° 90°
0 dB 0.07 dB 0.15 dB 0.19 dB 0.205 dB

LE 0° 30° 45° 60° 90°
0 dB 0.12 dB 0.21 dB 0.205 dB 0.409 dB

TM 0° 30° 45° 60° 90°
0 dB 0.15 dB 0.2 dB 0.209 dB 0.4 dB

LM 0° 30° 45° 60° 90°
0 dB 0.03 dB 0.07 dB 0.13 dB 0.19 dB

A. AHMADIVAND, S. GOLMOHAMMADI AND N. PALA
increasing the bend angle directly causes to dramatic increases in the dissipative losses in both of the
waveguide types; however, because of the nature of the all-dielectric structure, these losses are not
significant.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Model. 2015;
DOI: 10.1002/jnm
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we utilized silicon nanorods with large permittivity to design long-range and efficient
optical waveguides to operate at the telecommunication band. After optimizing the geometrical dimen-
sions for the all-dielectric nanorods, we arranged them in a straight array in touching and nontouching
regimes to design optical waveguides. We compared the optical responses of two types of waveguides
for guiding TE, LE, TM, and LM resonant modes. Our numerical results (transmission losses) verified
the superior behavior of the touching array because of the cancellation of gapping between nanorods
and direct coupling of dipolar and multipolar modes between adjacent nanoparticles. The effect of
bending angle degree on the light transmission is investigated for all of the modes comprehensively,
and we determined the bending losses for all of the guided modes. As expected, the effect of bending
degree on the nontouching nanochain is noticeable in comparison to touching one. The proposed
all-dielectric waveguide has a strong potential to be used in photonic nanostructures because of the
lower losses and longer decay lengths.
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